
Experiments on Rhesus (Rh)-negaove male volunteers injected
with Rh-positive cells showed that Rh immunisat,on could not
be prevented by injecting 195 anti-Rh antibody, although about
60 percent of the cells were eliminated. When 75 antibody
was substituted for 195,’ the way was clear for preventing
Rh haemolytic disease. In addition, the Kleihauer
technique enabled the size of any feb-maternal haemorrhage
to be determined. [The 5C1 indicatesthat this paper has been
cited in over 200 publications.~
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About 1 in 7 marriages are between Rb-negative women
and Rb-positive men, and yet only in about 1 in 20 of such
unions is the woman immunised. There are three principal
reasons for this.- flrst~thehusband may be heterozygoun, in
which case half the offspring will be Rh negative; second,
there may have been no transpiacental haemoerhage; and,
third, wherethere is ABO inconspatibillty asbetween mother
and fetus (which occurs in about 20 percent of cases), this
is protective. R.R. Race and R. Sanger
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were the first to

suggest this last, since they thought that the naturally
occurring maternal 195anti-A or anti-B would eliminate any
fetal cells before they had time to stimulate the production
of Rhantthodles. This suggestion was responslele forour trial
of 195anti-i) givento Rh-negative male volunteers who had
beeninjected withRb-positive cells. However, this failedsince
only about 60 percent ofthe injected cells were eliminated,
and controls and “treated” were inassunised in equal
numbers. The result was quite different’ when we switched
to the7S (“incomplete”) Rhantibody. y~ehisited thy
“coating”) all the injected red cells, and the male volunteers
were fully protected. Trials followed is, women using
incomplete anti-i) gamma globulin, which were again
successful. Other countries joused in the work and the
excellent results are shown in the table.
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Surprisingly, the results were not quite so good with our
“low risk” trial, in women with no orvery few fetal cells.
This turnedout to be because a few women ate imniunised
during psegeancy, and, though any fetal cells are eliminated,
the antibodies caimet be detected by standard procedures,
and so the women enter the trial at nonimmunised. To
overcome this ps-oblens, antenatal and-i) given at the 28th
and 35th weeks of pregnancy as well as after delivery was
suggested in Canada
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as,d elsewhere, and there was an

excellent trial in this countryin Yorkshire
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thatshowed that
antenatal pluspostnatal and-i) getridofaknostall the failutes
of prophylaxls.

The effect ofanti-Don Rh baby deeds has been monitored
since 1977 by the Research Unit of the Royal College of
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anal more recentlyvia the Department
ofCommwsity Healthhi the Universityof Liverpool (Professor
Peter Ptsaroah and Dr. Ruth Husseyt, The deaths were
ascertained from the Office of Population Cessunes and
Surveys (OPCS) and amplIfiedfrom thecase notes kindly lent
to us bytheolsetetnicians.We founid thatthe masher ofdeaths
from haemolytic disease due to anti-O fell pro~essivrly froen
106 in 1977 to 25 in 1984; it theteaftec remained appn,xi-
mately constant for three swan but fell again in 1988
(3Ddeaths). Interestingly, the nunther of deaths due to
anti-c has remained approxImately constant—three to four
per year, except in 1984, when it was five; in 1987, when
it was 0; and in 1988, when It was four again. One might
have expected these deaths to have dropped since inspeoved
obstetric care is thought to be rescuing more hemolytic
disease of the newborn (HDN) babies than in earlier years.

The number of deaths registered on the death certificates
as due to HON but found by us to have some other cause
fell progressively—thenumber was 45in 1977 but only 6 in
1988—clearfy due to our frequentdiscussiceis with the OPCS
resulting in snore accurate death certification.

The failure rate remained much the same—Lam around 10
per year-and this can probably only be reducedby thewider
application of antenatal anti-i),which at present isonly given
in a few centres in this country, principally because of
shortage. However, with the coining of monoclonal anti-D,
this will be overcome, aswill thecurrent fear of jaundicearid
AIDS. Nevin Hughes-jones informs me that first testing of
monoclonals in male volunteers has resulted in excellent
clearance of the coated cells.
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The future looks bright
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Table Combined results. subsequent pee grtanctes all centres) up to June l%7. Rh positive ABO compatible infants

(c,ttrol Treated

Total I,nmu,,cced Vat
mwunised

% Total Immunised
lrn,nuntsed

Nat
mnun,sed

Liverpool groap (lost naIl
Germany
Columbia. New York
Long Beach, Cal,(orn,a
Cornell. New York
Edinburgh

21, -t
7 5
4 .1
4 3
I
IS

22
4
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t
0
I

5 21 Ii
43 1 0
29 2! II
21 3 0

itS) 2 0
0 4 0
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3
2
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Totala 1,3 IS 411
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24 1,1, (3 66
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